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ON TEICHMUTLER SPACES OF TORI

TUOMAS SORVALI

l. Introil,ucti,on. Teichmiiller's theorem states that given a sense-

preserving homeomorphism / : B -> B' between two compact Riemarur
surfaces of genus s ) 0, there are in the homotopy class [/] of / extremal
mappings /. which minimize the maximal dilatation K, for all f'elfl.
The number logK6 is the Teichmiiller distance between the Riemann

surfaces B and B', re}ative to the homotopy class of /.
A Riemann surfaco B of genus s : I has the finite complex plane as

a universal covering surface, whereas the upper half-plane serves &s &
universal covering surface if s ) l. In the first case the euclidean, in the
second the non-euclidean metric of the universal covering surface induces

a metric in B.
For a closed path y on S, let trfy] denote the length ofthe shortest path

in the free homotopy class lyl, Let ao be the smallest of the numbers a > I
such that

llylla<lff"yl<allyl

for all closed paths 7 on B. Then ao is the same for aII homeomorphisms

homotopic to /. Hence log aois also & measure for the fistance of B and B',
relative to the homotopy class of/.

We shatl show that the metrics defined by log K1o and log oo are equiv-

alent for tori, i.e. surfaces ofgenus I : l. fn the general case the equivalence

of these metrics remains unsolved.

2. The T ei,ahmil,ller sytace of a torus. Denote by C tho finite complex plane

and let G(ar) be the group acting on d which is generated by the transla-
tions z r> z* I and zF>z+u. Then every torus B admits a representation
as a quotient space CIG(a) for some o eH: {zlfm z>0). Thenumber
ar is not uniquely determined by B. However, if B : CIG(at\ : CIG(å),
then there are integers e,,b,c,il, such that a'd'-ba: I and 6 : @a+b)l
(ca+il,).
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Leb f be a sense-preserving homeomorphism between the tori
B: CIG(a) and. rS'. Then there is a representation S' : CIG(at') of B'
and a lifting /:C---rC of / such that]10;:0,7(r): I and7@):r'.
The number a' ell depends only on ar and the homotopy class tfl of f .

If t/] contains conformal mappings, then ar' : rrr. 'We denote by ar, the
number ar' determined by tl].

Let So : CIG(rooo) be a fixed torus and consider all pairs (8,/)where B
is a torus and /: Bo * B a sense-preserving homeomorphism. Two pairs
(8,/) and (S',"f') are considered equivalent if lf'"|-rl contains a conformal
mapping. The space 7(Bo) of the equivalence classes [8,,f] is the Teich-
miiller space of Bo. The Teichmiiller distance between the pairs [Sr,/r] and
[Sr,å] is given by

p ([Br,å],[Br,fr)) : log inf { K t I fe lfr"f rt] \,
where 1{, is the maximal dilatation of/.

Denote by å the non-euclidean metric in ll defined by d, h : (Im z)-t I tl z l.
Then the non-euclidean distance between the points zr,z, e E is

h(zr,zr) - log
I zr-2rl + I zr- zrl

I zr-årl I zr- zz|

By Teichmiiller [2], the p-distance between the pairs [Sr,/r] and
t&,å] is equal to the non-euclidean distance of the points @t, and @t,:

(2) p(lBr,å1,[Br,fr]) : h(as,,ay").

3. The ili,latotion of an isomnrphi,sm. Let f : B -> S' be a sense-preserving
homeomorphism between the tori B : CIG(a) and B' : CIG(oo'), e)' : o)t.

If /denotes the lifting of / for whichTtol : o, "fr) : I and T@): o',
then

11" + * + n.l : lll + nx + no|

for all zeC and.nl,neZ. (Z is the set of the integers.) Hence/induces
an isomorphism /*: G(ro) ---> G(ar') such that

7"s : fÅil.7
for all g eG(a).

Lef A$*) be the set of all numbers a > I for which

lsp)l la < l/*(sxo) I <als(0)l
for all g eG(a). We call d("f*) : mirt a, aeA(f*), lhe ili,latati,on of fa.
Hence d(/*) is the smallest of the numbers q, > I for which
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(3) {a

for all m,n e Z.
we show that ä(/,j)is the same as the number oo defined in the introduc-

tion. Let y be a closed. path on B and !: [0,I] --> C a tifting of 7. Then there

is a unique g e G(a) such that g(7(0)) : 7ttl. A closed path y' is in the free

homotopy class [y] if and only if it has a tifting ]' such that 91]'101; :
T'$). H"""" lg(o) I : l7(0) -7(I) I : llyl. Similarlv llf"vf : l/*(s)(o) I'
This proves the assertion.

rn [1] we introduced the dilatation of an isomorphism between

Fuchsian groups. The definition can be stated as follows. Let G and G'

be x'uchsian groups acting on H, Tf g e G v G" then the translation length

of g is defined by

I(e) : inf { h(2, s(z))lz eH \.

X'or an isomorphism X : G ---> G', let, A(i) be t'he set of the numbers o > L

such that

t(s)la <t(j(g)) <at(s)

for all g eG. Then ä(i) : min a', d' eA(x),is the dilatation of j'
If g is any translation, then

ls?)-zl:ls(o)l
for all z e c. Hence I g(0) | is an analogue of the translation length of an

element of a X'uchsian group, and the definition of ä(/*) is obtained from

the definition of ä(j) if å is replaced by the euclidean metric'

4. The d,i,l,atoti,on metri,a i,n T(Br). We define in 
"(80) 

a metric by setting

we show "".,,n,J1'l*t]'l|"i"" ;:i'jt'.i: lnl'","o-ii,,er merric

p are equivalent.
In [1] we considered the dilatation metric in the case of the Teich-

miiller space of a X'uchsian group and showed that distances under this

metric are less or equal to distances under the Teichmiiller metric' The

equivalence of these metrics in this general case is a,n open question.

Theorem l. Let f:Br-> B, be a sense-Presera'i,ng lnmearnorphism

between the tori, Bt: CIG(a) a*d Sz: CIG(IJD'), a)' :'r If a : rl'iU
anil, a' : r'+iy', them

lm+n*
LlaLtw i 

l*+nTJl
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(4) ö(f*) - :

max{(Zy')-t(l o, -r'I + lat-@'l),2y'(lu-w'1 lar- ar'l)-1}.

Proof. Denote by .R the extended real axis n u { oo} and let

M: max 
l*+' I I n*o I

*efr]|".-'l'* - H* l".t l

(5)

Then by (3)

d(.f*) : max (M,llm).

To calculate M and..rn, we consider the Möbius transforma,tion

B:z->z * a
2*a"

Since B( -r') : @, B maps -E onto a circle ff : f(n) centered. at
B(-.'): (.-.')l@'-ä'1. Since B(o): l, the radius of rK is

we have

lr'-(r)'I I @-ico'1+ la-@'l(7) rlm : :t"- lu-a)'l lw-@'l l*-rl
The first part of ( ) follows now from

I *-a'lt_t- l*' - *'l'
Because B(y(*'-r) l(y'-y)-r) : yly', the circle .I( intersects the real
axis at the points I and yly' > 0. Therefore 0 lies outside K, and

':l#l.l#l:vi##l ,
l(D -l

(6)

| ,-*'l I ,-r'l l^-r'l - l.-ra'l
t'lr'-.'l lr'-.'l- lr'-r' I

This proves the latter part of (4).
Since

l*'-A'I lr-ä I I
lu-*'l' lw-ar'l' L'

min (2y, 2y') : y*y' ly-y' l.
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Let [B;,/a], i, : 1,2, be two points in 7(So). Denote {D : o)1.t o)' : o)t-

and / : fz"f rt.Then by Theorem l,

(8) d([Br,å], [Br,å]) : log ä(/a) : log max (M,Ilm),

where M and, rn are defined bY (S).

on the other hand, the numberc III and. m determine also the Teich-

miiller distance of points [Br,å] and [Br,/r]. By (t) and (6), h(o,a') :
log (Mlm). Hence by (z)

p([Sr ,f ,f, [Sr, fr} : log (M lm').(e)

Theorem 2. The metri,cs p anil il, of the Tei,chmll,ller space T(So)

sati,sfy

(r0) d([Br,"fJ, [Br,å]) { p([Br,å], [Br,å]) 1Zd(L9r,frl, [Br'å])'

The i,neEuali'ty (IO) i's sharp.
Proof . Since -tr[ > I and tn 11,

max (M,ll^) < Ml* < (max (M,llm))''

The inequality (10) follows now from (S) and (9).

If we choose al and c,r' such that Im ar : Im ar', then by (0) and (7)

M: llm. Hence Mlm: (max(M,llm))' and p([Br,"ft], [Br'å]) :
2d([81,å], [Br'å]):

On the other''hand, choose Reor: Reol'. If Imcrr'< Imco, then

m : L by (6)' Similarly, if Im ar < Im c,r', then M : l' In both cases

max (M, tlm) : Mlm.
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